App Innovation Assessment
ACCELERATE YOUR NEXT APP INNOVATION

The App Innovation Assessment sets the
foundation for how you can drive value
from Azure App Foundry, taking the risk
out of innovation, delivering faster time
to value in this rapidly evolving and
innovating digital economy.

FULL DAY WORKSHOP WILL INCLUDE:

•

Art of the possible – understand what
other organisations are achieving when
leveraging our innovative Azure App
Foundry development platform

•

Solution Discovery – explore an
existing or new solution requiring
innovation in the areas of business
outcome, user journey and technical
considerations

•

Platform – an initial fit gap analysis of
the solution against Azure App Foundry
or other relevant Microsoft technologies

FREE TWO-DAY APP IDEATION CONSULTANCY

Our team of experts will guide you on a full-day
workshop to produce a high-level understanding
of scope, solution, roadmap and indicative
investment to upgrade or create a new solution
in Microsoft Azure. The result will be a better
understanding of business outcomes, user journey
and technology approach for the solution. We
then write up a report and present our findings
and recommendations to you.
The outcome of this assessment provides a
high-level description of the solution that
includes a roadmap and indicative investment,
empowering a decision to move forward.
“We are very excited at the opportunities
Azure App Foundry will provide customers to
unlock cloud innovation.” Sarah Bowden – One
Commercial Partner Director, Microsoft.
Contact us today for a demonstration and
discussion of how our accelerator can
transform the productivity of your business.

IDEATE
Conceive | Dream | Imagine
“Think beyond the norm”

To find out more, visit us here:

azureappfoundry.com

APP INNOVATION ASSESSMENT
The Assessment

The Outcome

Work with our team of experts to assess a new or existing
solution, to understand the solution summary, roadmap
and an indicative investment for implementation. We will
take you through a full day of consulting and discovery
followed by a two-hour presentation of findings and
recommendations supporting a decision to move forward.

The outcome of this assessment provides a high-level
description of the solution that includes a roadmap and
indicative investment, empowering your decision to
move forward. As a next step, we recommend our App
Proof of Concept engagement to take the solution idea
into an initial implementation.

Day of Consultation

Ideation Assessment Report

Your first day will encompass an ideation workshop
focused on these three key areas:

Our team will capture the essence of the full-day
workshop in our Ideation Assessment Report.

•

Art of the possible – understand what other
organisations are achieving when leveraging our
innovative Azure App Foundry development platform

Findings will be recorded and presented back to your
leadership team via a two-hour presentation and
discussion of recommendations.

•

Solution discovery – explore an existing or new
solution requiring innovation in the areas of business
outcome, user journey and technical considerations

The Ideation Assessment report will include:

•

Technology –initial fit gap analysis of the solution
against Azure App Foundry or other relevant
Microsoft technologies

•

Summary, Business Outcomes, User Journey,
and Solution Overview

•

High-Level Roadmap, Implementation Approach,
Indicative Investment, Wrap-Up and Next Steps

